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Reading 

This week’s story is “The Snail and the whale” by Julia Donaldson 

Listen to the story here:  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000cslw/the-snail-and-the-whale 

Then use the story map below to retell the story with a grown up. 

 

 
 

Phonics 

Watch Miss Webbers phonics video to practise the “ch” sound 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zfk0g2V1iAE&t=13s 

 

Practise the tricky words below, can you write them in a sentence? 

Word Look Say it Cover it Spell Check 

Come       

Where       

School       

Said      

Today      

Friend      
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Lesson 1  

This week we are going to be looking at using our noun phrases (a noun and a matching 

adjective) to describe a character. 

Can you match the nouns and adjectives to write a sentence about the Princess? 

e.g. The Princess has a dirty dress. The Princess has long hair. 

 

          
 

Lesson 2 

Today we will look at another character in our story. Can you think of some nouns and 

adjectives to describe the dragon? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now use your noun phrases to write a sentence to describe the dragon. 

The dragon is ____  

The dragon has ______ 

 

Lesson 3 

Today’s lesson will look at the dragon and Princess Elizabeth and compare their similarities 

and differences? We will use the conjunction “but” to join our ideas.  

 
 

 

Nouns Adjectives 

tail scaly 

claws sharp 

The princess is _______ 

The dragon is _______ 
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Have a discussion with your grown up talking about the differences between the two 

characters. 

How are they the same? 

What is different about them?  

 

Lesson 4 

Today we will write our ideas from yesterday into sentences. We need to remember to use 

the conjunction “but” in our sentences. 

 

 

 

 

 

but 

 

e.g. The dragon is lazy but Princess Elizabeth is energetic. 

Princess Elizabeth is small but the dragon is huge. 

 

Lesson 5 

 

Who is your favourite character? Dragon or Princess? 

Write a sentence explaining why this character is your 

favourite. 

 

The dragon is my favourite character because ______ 

      The Princess is my favourite character because ______ 

 

Maths 

Lesson 1 

This week we will be practising our numbers to 20. Can you write your numbers and words 

up to 20 and count them out loud? 

 

Watch this video to count along with your numbers to 20: 

 

https://teachers.thenational.academy/lessons/counting-

objects-up-to-20-6rrkgc 

 

 

 

 

Lesson 2 

https://teachers.thenational.academy/lessons/counting-objects-up-to-20-6rrkgc
https://teachers.thenational.academy/lessons/counting-objects-up-to-20-6rrkgc
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Today we are exploring numbers to 20. Can you 

choose a number from the grid below then… 

1. Write it in words 

2. Draw it 

3. Make the number using objects in your 

home 

4. Write a maths story 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 

 

Lesson 2 

 

Today we will be looking at tens and ones in two digit numbers. 

 
Can you write the correct number in the tens and ones column and then write the digit as 

a numeral and a word? 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson 3 
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Choose a number from the grid and then write how many tens and ones it has using the 

sentence stem: 

___has ___tens and ____ones. 

 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 

 

Lesson 4 
LI: To partition numbers 11-19 

The pictures show numbers between 11 and 19. Can you use your tens and ones to record as a 

number sentence and in the cherry model? 

 

  
Lesson 5 

Using a numberline to help you count forwards and backwards to find your answers 

 

 
 

12 is the whole 

10 is the part 

2 is the other part 

12 = 10 + 2 
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Science 

Can you use the videos below to make a poster about how 

different materials are made? 

How is glass made? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/primary-science-

how-glass_is_made/zm2tf4j 

How is paper made? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/primary-science-

how-paper_is_made/zryb92p 

 

History 

This term we will be learning about the 

Suffragettes as part of our history learning.  

 

Watch this video about a famous 

Suffragette called Emily Pankhurst. Can you 

explain why she is important?   

https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/short-stories/emmeline-

pankhurst 

 

 

Art  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week we are exploring skin tone colour pallet. Can you go on a walk around your 

house or local park and find objects that are similar to different skin tones? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/primary-science-how-glass_is_made/zm2tf4j
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/primary-science-how-glass_is_made/zm2tf4j
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/primary-science-how-paper_is_made/zryb92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/primary-science-how-paper_is_made/zryb92p
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/short-stories/emmeline-pankhurst
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/short-stories/emmeline-pankhurst

